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• Foundation: Ranges

• Reversals

• Pull-backs

• Extensions
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Learning Objective
By the end of this lecture you 

should know in what context each 

of the entry strategies should be 

utilised in

Lecture schedule



Foundation: Ranges

The range is the skeleton for all trading strategies.

- Buy low, sell high

- Use intraday/technical levels to form areas of support and resistance

- Do not enter in the middle of a range, profit taking is acceptable.
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GBP/USD: Daily Continuation. Post Brexit Referendum



Foundation: Range

Entry an exit strategies
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Examples from today.....



DAX: Hourly Chart
• The Range in practise if not always so clear to trade, liquidity plays a key factor in how well the 

market responds to technical level e.g. bottom of range.
• However, understanding the price action being exhibited by the market can allow you to formulate 

strategies. 
• The Range Play 
• The Breakout Play 



The Breakout Trade 

• What lead to this break out 
occurring. 
• Dax – Illiquid market
• Top of the Range
• R1 coupled with the 13000 

technical handle.
• Many Traders would have 

positioned shorts with stop 
losses.

• Perfect Scenario for a break out 
trade!

• Here you can see by identifying 
the range you can plan for 
extension and pullback trades.



Advanced: Reversals

- Reversals can be risky in times of data flow. There is a difference between a 
reversal and a Counter Trending/gambling!

- ONLY use in times of market calm with a lack of data scheduled or profound historic 
levels

- LOOK OUT FOR The success of the reversal depends on
- The lack of fundamentals

- The strength of the level

- TRY to follow sentiment if available

- Don’t forget that technical levels only work because other traders are looking 
at them. Make the levels obvious as possible!
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Advanced: Reversals
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Advanced: Pull-backs

- Pull-backs are versatile and provide a great risk reward.

- You are looking for an entry as the market retraces its directional move

- Can often be confused with the classic. Note the classic is only the first test of the 
level. Subsequent tests are pull-back entries.

- Majority of your premediated trades should be pull backs – Looking for areas where 
the asset is likely to be under or over valued.

- The success of the pullback depends on
- Trading with market sentiment

- The strength of the level Daily>Hourly>5 mins.
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Advanced: Pull-backs
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Having Two Reasons for Entry

• For Intra-Day Trading some of the most profitable opportunities are 
when you have multiple reasons for entry.

• Example 1 :-Yesterday’s High Or Low coinciding with todays Pivot Points in a 
trending market.

• Example 2:- R1 defining the top of the weekly Range with a lack on 
fundamentals supporting a break out. 
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Example 1: 
Pull back 
Trending 
Market



Example 2: 
High Certainty 

Range Play



Advanced: Extensions

- Extension Trades are used when price action is extends beyond the range

- There are 3 types of extension trade
- “Classic”

- Safest Extension Play, may miss entry

- “Momentum Breakout”
- Very High Risk, Timing is crucial. Use Sparingly. UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS?

- “Aggressive”
- High Risk, you will sacrifice a good entry for more certainty. Use Sparingly. UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS?
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Advanced: “Classic”

- This is used when a range breaks by ATLEAST the zone

- The value area is broken and the entry taken on the retracement

- Use this when we have traded above and outside the value area 

- Trades should follow market sentiment

- LOOK OUT FOR false breaks. What may indicate a break if FALSE? 

- TRY TO enter at market after confirmation (Zone is Broken)
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Advanced: “Classic Entry”
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Advanced: Breakout

- This is used when the market is pushing higher/lower with volume and momentum

- This is usually taken around the high/low of the day or the break of significant level

- Price action trades over the high/low and triggers stops, causing a flurry of action to 
the upside

- Trades should follow short term sentiment

- LOOK OUT FOR the bid/offer spread pushing over the high/under the low of the day

- TRY TO enter at market on the push of the bid offer spread

- MAKE SURE you take profit in a timely fashion and put your stop at scratch. The 
initial move is largely a technical trade – SHORT SQUEEZE 
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Advanced: Aggressive

- This is used when the market is pushing higher/lower due to data

- This is usually taken around the break of the range

- Price action trades over the high/low and triggers stops, causing a flurry of action to 
the upside

- Trades should follow short term sentiment

- LOOK OUT FOR the bid/offer spread pushing over the high/under the low of the day

- TRY TO enter at market on the push of the bid offer spread

- MAKE SURE you take profit in a timely fashion and manage your stop aggressively
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Conclusions

- MAKE SURE the entry strategy is correct for the market you are trading

- LOOK OUT FOR any tests of the level which invalidate your entry (moves offside 
when taking a classic for example.)

- TRY to manage your exit strategy in fitting with the marker you are trading

Entry an exit strategies
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• Traders can use a multitude of entry strategies to enter the market

• Ensure that the entry strategy is appropriate for the product you 
are trading and the type of market you are trading.

• Ensure you know how you will manage a trade that uses single 
contracts and multiple contract sizes.

Conclusions
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